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Abstract
Social robots, those that exhibit personality and communicate with us using high-level dialogue and natural cues, will soon 
be part of our daily lives. In this paper, we gather expert opinions from different international workshops exploring ethical, 
legal, and social (ELS) concerns associated with social robots. In contrast to literature that looks at specific challenges, often 
from a certain disciplinary angle, our contribution to the literature provides an overview of the ELS discussions in a holistic 
fashion, shaped by active deliberation with a multitude of experts across four workshops held between 2015 and 2017 held 
in major international workshops (ERF, NewFriends, JSAI-isAI). It also explores pathways to address the identified chal-
lenges. Our contribution is in line with the latest European robot regulatory initiatives but covers an area of research that 
the latest AI and robot governance strategies have scarcely covered. Specifically, we highlight challenges to the use of social 
robots from a user perspective, including issues such as privacy, autonomy, and the dehumanization of interactions; or from 
a worker perspective, including issues such as the possible replacement of jobs through robots. The paper also compiles 
the recommendations to these ELS issues the experts deem appropriate to mitigate compounding risks. By then contrasting 
these challenges and solutions with recent AI and robot regulatory strategies, we hope to inform the policy debate and set 
the scene for further research.

Keywords Ethical, legal and societal issues (ELSI) · Social robots · Human–robot interaction · Autonomy · Privacy · 
Responsibility · Policymaking

1 Introduction

Social robots—those that exhibit personality and commu-
nicate with us using high-level dialogue and natural cues 
[1]—will soon be part of our daily environment [2, 3]. The 
application of social robots comes with numerous benefits. 
Therapeutic robots, for instance, can alleviate daily tasks 
for older patients or help doctors monitor their patients’ 
recovery. Beane and Orlikowski [4] show that, under cer-
tain conditions, the introduction of telepresence robots can 
help physicians and nurses in post-surgical intensive care 
units coordinate themselves more efficiently. Other research 
shows that assistive robots in autism therapy facilitate com-
munication between physicians and patients [5] and provide 
promising results for patient wellbeing [6].

On the other hand, social robots come with a range of 
challenges. As European and US surveys on the percep-
tion of artificial intelligence and robots illustrate [7–9], 
such challenges range from liability issues [10] to privacy 
concerns [11, 12], discrimination [13] and the replacement 
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of jobs [14]. In its latest resolution, the European Parlia-
ment (EP) alerts on the possibility that robots used in care 
settings may dehumanize caring practices by reducing 
human–human interaction [15].

We contribute to the existing literature by exploring 
the main ELS challenges and recommendations on how 
to address them, derived from the Workshop Series on the 
Ethical, Legal and Social Issues of Robots in Therapy and 
Education.1 Starting as a standalone workshop in 2015 under 
the NewFriends First International Conference on Social 
Robots in Therapy and Education,2 the workshop turned into 
a workshop series that has brought together researchers from 
different disciplines and countries over three years to discuss 
the most pressing ELS issues of social robots in a solution-
oriented roundtable format. We organized workshops in 
Barcelona, Spain, under the NewFriends 2nd International 
Conference on Social Robots in Therapy and Education in 
November 2016; in Yokohama, Japan, under the Interna-
tional Symposia on Artificial Intelligence (isAI), organized 
by the Japanese Society for Artificial Intelligence (JSAI) 
(also JSAI-isAI 2016) in November 2016; and at the Edin-
burgh Center for Robotics, Scotland, as part of the European 
Robotics Forum on March 2017. The workshops focused 
on the benefits, risks, and possible solutions to the ELS 
conflicts that social robots pose. Researchers from different 
disciplines as well as practitioners actively engaged in the 
discussions and shared their thoughts on crucial challenges 
in an interdisciplinary manner. We present the results of the 
discussions, addressing two main questions:

• What are the key ELS challenges of social robots, as 
perceived by experts?

• What recommendations can be determined to overcome 
such challenges?

Our paper contributes in several ways to the existing lit-
erature on ELS and social robots (e.g., [16] and the articles 
compiled in this special issue). First, we provide a one-stop-
shop to the topic that spans areas and disciplines. In con-
trast to literature that looks at specific ELS challenges, often 
from a certain disciplinary angle, our contribution intends 
to show current ELS discussions in a holistic fashion. 
While our overview certainly cannot cover all significant 
ELS challenges of social robots, we capture a broad over-
view of essential debates. Second, and connected to the first 
point, our perspective is shaped by active deliberation with 
a multitude of experts across four workshops. By listening 
to the voices of these experts, we provide a more grounded 
understanding, powered by the collective intelligence of the 

participants [17]. The experts pointed us in new directions 
we would have otherwise ignored, for example, the impor-
tance of creating interdisciplinary living labs that can inform 
policies, as in the Japanese Tokku zones [18]. Third, we 
explore the challenges and solutions that recent AI and robot 
strategies have scarcely covered [15, 19–22].

Because robotics terminology is still developing and is 
not consistent across research and regulatory stakeholders 
[22], the second section includes relevant definitions. These 
definitions may be essential to establish a common ground 
for interdisciplinary discussions and future policymaking, 
especially if the European Institutions are uncertain about 
whether we need a legal definition for robot technology 
[15, 23]. In the third section, we describe the structure of 
the workshops, including the methods used, participants, 
and content. Section 4 focuses on answering the research 
questions established above. We approach each major topic 
subsequently, with three steps within each topic. First, we 
capture the challenges discussed by the workshop partici-
pants for each topic. Second, we present the recommenda-
tions brought forward to address the challenges. Third, we 
embed the challenges and recommendations into broader 
discourses on the topic, as per recent human–robot interac-
tion, and ELS literature. The section concludes with a sum-
mary of the key discussion points and introduces two meta-
challenges: uncertainty and responsibility. Finally, Sect. 5 
of the paper summarizes the main implications of the paper 
and identifies future areas of discussions serving as a road-
map for policymakers and roboticists working on the use and 
development of social robots.

2  Relevant Definitions: Social, Healthcare 
and Therapeutic Robots

In this paper, we identify a robot as a “movable machine 
that performs tasks either automatically or with a degree 
of autonomy” [24]. Since the legal instruments govern-
ing robots depend on the context of use (e.g., [25, 26]), we 
distinguish between industrial robots, which are used for 
“industrial automation applications,” and service robots, or 
those robots that “perform useful tasks for humans” (ISO 
8373:2012). Among service robots, there are “systems 
able to perform coordinated mechatronic actions (force or 
movement exertions) on the basis of processing informa-
tion acquired through sensor technology, with the aim of 
supporting the functioning of impaired individuals, medical 
interventions, care and rehabilitation of patients and also 
individuals in prevention programmes” [27]. Such robots 
are are named healthcare robots.

Since some of the ELS challenges arise from the ways in 
which robots interact with humans, we distinguish between 
those robots that interact with us physically, either actively 

1 Cfr. https ://legal robot ics.wordp ress.com.
2 Cfr. https ://legal aspec tsofs ocial robot s.wordp ress.com.

https://legalrobotics.wordpress.com
https://legalaspectsofsocialrobots.wordpress.com
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(a powered lower-limb exoskeleton, for instance), passively 
(e.g., a robotic wheelchair), or socially (i.e., social robots or 
socially interactive robots) [28, 29]. Social robots express 
and perceive emotions, communicate through high-level dia-
logue, learn and recognize models of other agents, establish 
and maintain social relationships, and use natural cues such 
as gaze or gestures [1].

Such robots are mostly used in individual situations rather 
than team situations, so that the level of shared interaction 
is generally low, meaning that robots communicate with 
humans but not with other robots. In Yanco and Drury’s 
taxonomy, such robots refer to type A (human–robot), 
type D (human-to-human-and-to-robot), and type E 
(human–robot–human) in terms of the level of shared inter-
action [30]. The interaction role we are interested in is that 
of the operator or teammate. The type of human–robot phys-
ical proximity is on the high end of the taxonomy spectrum 
(approaching and touching, rather than avoiding, passing and 
following). Within the space/time dimension of HRI, such 
robots afford synchronous and collocated interaction, and the 
autonomy of such robots is low to medium so that human 
intervention is still required to support the operation of the 
robot successfully [30]. If the robot gives aid or support to 
a human user socially, we identify them as socially assistive 
robots [31].

3  Methods

The workshop series had multiple objectives, and they were 
organized accordingly:

– Collecting different opinions from all the involved stake-
holders, including therapists, roboticists, industry repre-
sentatives, academics, and legal practitioners working on 
the use and development of social robots;

– Identify all the ELS concerns, problems, and difficulties 
concerning social robots, particularly socially assistive 
robots;

– Enabling discussions on the ELS aspects in an interdis-
ciplinary fashion and on a multicultural scale;

– Providing a comprehensive roadmap of the most pressing 
issues in this specific domain of research;

– Providing the relevant stakeholders with an informed 
vision of innovative recommendations to the challenges 
identified.

In this respect, a call for papers targeting robot engineers, 
legal practitioners, psychologists, ethicists, philosophers, 
and cognitive scientists was released. Various means were 
used for this: social media (Twitter, ‘The iii’ blog, LinkedIn, 
Facebook), university channels (BI Norwegian Business 
School, University of Twente, ETH, University of Zurich, 

EMJD LAST Programme), and some miscellaneous chan-
nels, including euRobotics mailing lists, the ECREA and 
AoIR mailing lists, LSN, and College of Europe. The organ-
izers created two websites for this purpose.

The workshop organizers aimed at collecting papers 
covering different ELS issues, such as dignity, privacy, and 
liability, to discuss these issues in an open workshop format. 
In total, 43 participants, including the three moderators, took 
part across all workshops. Except for one participant and the 
organizers, all remaining participants took part only in one 
workshop of the series, rather than in multiple workshops. 
The organizers carefully selected participants according to 
the relevance of the proposed abstract and its contribution 
to the field. Several co-authored papers were submitted, and 
every author that wanted to participate in the workshop was 
invited to join. However, typically, one author per abstract 
participated in the workshop, and this was the only person 
counted. Due to the lack of an official publication opportu-
nity provided by the conferences in which the workshops 
were held, the participants’ papers were not published as a 
workshop proceeding paper.

The experts’ background ranged across various fields of 
expertise (Fig. 1), and the experts were based on a broad 
range of countries (Fig. 2).

The topics of the participants’ papers referred mostly to 
healthcare. Concerning the sub-field of research, the most 
significant percentage of papers related to “care” (21%), 
although the participants used other keywords (Fig. 3).

The development of the workshops differed every year. 
In 2015 and 2017, the workshops were organized in a tra-
ditional way, where each participant identified what ELS 
challenges they considered most relevant and pressing. The 
participants presented their abstract with a particular idea 
in front of the audience. Afterwards, a moderator discussed 
recommendations in an open format with the participants 
(Mattias Scheutz for the workshop in 2015; and Sanja 

Fig. 1  Background of the workshop series participants
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Dogramadzi for the one in 2017). The organizers took notes 
during the discussion.

The development of the workshop was different during 
the workshops held in November 2016 (New Friends and 
JSAI-isAI). They were both half-day workshops, covering 
four hours with a coffee break of 30 min in the middle. After 
introducing the case studies to the audience, the workshop 
organizers asked the participants in a roundtable to elabo-
rate more on their thoughts of the case studies. The three 
organizers moderated the discussions, including questions, 
comments, and challenges to the participants. At the same 

time, everyone (participants and organizers) was asked to 
collect thoughts and ideas with sticky notes. The first half of 
the workshop focused on challenges and issues, and the sec-
ond half focused on recommendations and future directions. 
These two workshops were audio-recorded and, after all the 
participants had consented, included on the workshop web-
site. The recordings were not transcribed and analyzed with 
a specific methodological approach such as grounded the-
ory. Instead, we opted for a discursive summary approach. 
We synthesized the findings from the workshops by going 
through the materials collected throughout the workshops 
(audio-recordings, personal notes taken during the conver-
sations, pictures of the sticky notes used for brainstorming 
sessions), discussing and structuring them between authors 
and categories. This discursive summary resulted in a report 
that builds the critical document for categorization into the 
five fields discussed below. Given the lack of a systematic 
transcription and analysis of the workshop conversations, 
our paper should not be read as an in-depth qualitative study 
with ample information and context about the participants. 
We instead frame it as a position paper, where we also bring 
in our voices along with the perspectives from the workshop 
participants. Thus, our paper is similar to other articles in 
the area of ethics and information technology that relied on 
a workshop methodology [17, 32].

The participants that attended the workshops in 2016 
received a booklet in advance with reading materials and 
background information. The materials included relevant 
definitions, facts, and figures of healthcare robot trends, 
and relevant ethical guidelines and regulation (including 
the General Data Protection Regulation or the, at that time, 
the draft resolution of the European Parliament 2015/2103 
(INL) on Civil Law Rules on Robotics [15]). The booklet 
also introduced three case studies to be explored in the 
workshop: one on an assistive robot for older adults, one 
on a robot for cognitive therapies, and one on a flying robot 
for care purposes. A mix of real and fictional information 
inspired the case studies, which revolved around different 
legal and ethical issues, including privacy and responsibility. 
Finally, the booklet also included the extended abstracts of 
the participants. Altogether, these materials established the 
grounds for the discussion at the workshop.

The organizers asked each participant to explain their 
abstract and integrate it with one of the case studies from the 
booklet. Based on their expertise, the rest of the participants 
reacted and elaborated on their thoughts. They also classi-
fied their thoughts and propositions into different catego-
ries. Over the different workshops, the participants identified 
various challenges, which can be grouped into the following 
categories: (1) security and privacy, (2) legal uncertainty, (3) 
autonomy and agency, (4) impact of robots on employment 
in healthcare, and (5) interaction with humans and dehuman-
izing practice.

Fig. 2  Country of residence of the workshop series participants

Fig. 3  Paper topics at the workshop series participants
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4  Results and Discussion

In the following section, we discuss the five challenges 
that emerged in the workshops and explain the various 
sub-challenges identified within those broader topics. As 
stated, the workshops aimed to discuss ways to address 
the identified challenges. The organizers asked the par-
ticipants to deliberate over different approaches that could 
remedy some of the challenges they brought forward dur-
ing the debate. They also encouraged participants to con-
sider older technologies and fields of applications, and to 
reflect on how associated challenges were addressed in the 
past. After introducing the five challenges, we summarize 
the recommendations that participants proposed. Finally, 
for each of the five challenge and recommendation areas, 
we provide a contextualization that embeds the topic into 
broader discussions in the human–robot interaction and 
ELS literature. This section is called “Discussion” for each 
of the five topics or challenges. Thus, the first two sub-sub-
sections (i.e., “Challenges” and “Recommendations”) in 
each of the five sub-sections reflect the participant voices, 
giving justice to their experiences and opinions. By con-
trast, the third sub-sub-section (i.e., “Discussion”) in each 
of the five sub-sections connects the participant voices 
to the broader literature, including current approaches to 
these topics. By separating the participant voices from the 
broader literature, we can give more voice and room to 
the emerging and spontaneous themes from the workshop, 
while reflecting these themes in light of recent scholarship.

4.1  Privacy and Security

4.1.1  Challenges

During the workshops, particularly the workshops at 
New Friends 2015 and 2016, participants tried to find a 
common understanding of the concept of privacy. As pri-
vacy is a protean concept, the discussion soon switched 
to the ways social robots can move around, monitor their 
environment, record their interactions with individuals, 
and register their daily routines and preferences. In this 
sense, social robots may affect the “physical and infor-
mational” spheres that surround humans. The participants 
highlighted that the ability to physically reach out into the 
world in an autonomous fashion enables robots to sur-
veil individuals across places and gain access to personal 
rooms, which was impossible at this scale before.

Second, and linked to the informational privacy aspect, 
during NewFriends 2015 a participant pointed to transpar-
ency (avoiding secretive systems), access to individuals’ 
records and their uses as well as privacy controls: How can 

we prevent information about oneself from unwanted pur-
poses without consent? Is there an informed consent bias?

The participants also raised their concerns on their ability 
to control the collected and processed data, mainly referring 
to the data that robots can collect without human percep-
tion (e.g., muscle changes in exoskeleton devices): Is this 
data also theirs? What control would we have of our per-
sonal information? Would we have the ability to decide for 
ourselves if we want the robot to process such data? Par-
ticipants discussed these questions during the workshops, 
especially at NewFriends 2015 and 2016. The discussions 
often revolved around the concepts of integrity, the ability 
to correct or amend the data, but also around the question 
how data misuse can be prevented.

Some participants in the JSAI-isAI workshop brought 
up the issue of what type of permission social pet robots 
employed in cognitive therapeutic settings or hospitals 
require. The participants highlighted the difficulties they 
had with group therapies, where some of the children had 
parental permission to give images and data to the research-
ers and other children did not.

Concerning security, multiple participants were worried 
about surveillance and security breaches, especially during 
ERF and NewFriends 2015 and 2016: What are the conse-
quences of robots that are hacked? As the Internet of Things 
(IoT) community had already identified such events, partici-
pants feared that external (and often malicious) agents could 
control the correct functioning of therapeutic robots. Par-
ticipants stressed the importance of security in this regard, 
especially in such sensitive contexts.

4.1.2  Recommendations

One of the participants of NewFriends 2016 believed that 
the issue of privacy and data protection is overly dramatized 
and does not reflect reality. The participant argued that we, 
as end users, need to choose among three attitudes towards 
the processing of personal data. These attitudes go from per-
missive to restrictive:

1. We (end users) permit robots (and their manufacturers) 
to collect our data without any control on our side;

2. We indicate which data can be collected and require 
robots to make these data anonymous (very much in line 
with the spirit of the current legislation on privacy in the 
European Union) as soon as robots collect it; or

3. We prohibit social robots (and their manufacturers) from 
collecting any data.

While transparency from the data controller would lead 
users to choose scenario 1—because then the threat to pri-
vacy disappears as the users agree on the use of the collected 
data—the participant argued that the second scenario is the 
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most likely to happen. She argued that the idea of informed 
consent follows a more typical data protection approach. 
According to the participant, scenario 3 is entirely the oppo-
site, as it drives the impression that we should prohibit all 
data collection at any time. In line with scenario 2, the par-
ticipants discussed the possibility of pre-defining the risks 
and establishing processes to identify and mitigate them, in 
the sense of a more fact-based than a fear-based approach. 
Concerning 3, beyond the fact that the processing of the 
data outside of the primary purpose of the robot should 
be prohibited, some of the participants suggested that the 
terms and conditions of companies that collect data should 
be revised to include the principle of data minimization.

If the technology allows for it, one of the organizers men-
tioned across different workshops that the robot should be 
privacy-friendly. For example, removing the cameras for 
drone navigation would reduce privacy impacts; or using 
vibration detection of the floor when a patient has fallen, 
instead of recording an image of them, could allow for a 
more privacy-friendly notification system. Participants in the 
JSAI-isAI workshop referred to the noise that cameras make 
in Korea when a person takes a picture. With some modifica-
tion, this could be adopted for social robots to spread aware-
ness among the users of when and how data is collected. 
The problem with this solution—and referring to the Korean 
camera noise—is that there are available apps that allow 
users to take a picture without making noise. Research is 
needed to know whether this could still be feasible in robot 
technology, especially for robots that do not incorporate a 
robot app store.

Some forward-thinking comments on existing concepts 
also took place during JSAI-isAI and NewFriends 2016. For 
instance, some participants suggested the inclusion of an 
evolutionary modulation of the privacy concept, to reflect 
the times in which we are living. Others reflected upon the 
creation of dynamic consent forms: a user could be asked 
more frequently whether they consent with specific data 
being processed and would be re-asked for permission when 
a specific purpose changes.

4.1.3  Discussion

As highlighted by the participants, social robots affect the 
privacy of individuals differently than current technolo-
gies [12, 33–35]. To understand the privacy implications 
of social robots, it is necessary to distinguish the privacy 
aspects or types that apply within this context [36]. In 
that regard, we can differentiate between physical and 
informational privacy (concerns). Physical privacy refers 
to the notion of non-interference and the idea of having 
a private space without prying, surveilling eyes. Social 
robots challenge physical privacy due to their ability to 
enter personal spaces [11]. Informational privacy refers 

to the ability to control information disclosure and aligns 
more with a central ideal of European data protection law, 
namely the concept of informational self-determination. 
With social robots, not only the collection of personal 
information becomes ‘murky’—with social robots con-
stantly processing data in the background [12]—but also 
its processing and dissemination is hard to grasp for an 
individual user. In light of the anthropomorphic effect of 
social robots [37], the ability to grasp the data processing 
and disclosure abilities of a social robot are challenged. 
Informational privacy concerns not only relate to the inter-
action between the user and the robot itself but also to 
the interaction between individuals through a robot, for 
example when a robot is hacked or surveillance takes place 
through a telepresence robot [11].

Since the workshops took place, from 2015 to 2017, the 
European data protection framework has been revised and 
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) entered into 
force in May 2018. The GDPR governs the processing of 
personal data in Europe, whereby both terms “processing” 
and “personal data” have been interpreted broadly by legal 
scholars and by courts such as the European Court of Justice 
[38–40]. While the GDPR has been called “the law of every-
thing” [40] because of its aim to tackle all challenges arising 
from digitization, it becomes clear when reading its recitals 
and articles that policymakers’ main concerns when drafting 
the Regulation were web-based applications, cookies, pro-
files (also of children), and automated decision-making. The 
impact of social robots on the “fundamental rights and free-
doms, in particular their right to the protection of personal 
data” (cf. Recital 2 of the GDPR) were not at the forefront 
of the policy discourse.

Nonetheless, the GDPR contains provisions that will 
shape how social robots collect and process data of Euro-
pean citizens. First, the GDPR contains information duties 
for data controllers, that is, information they have to provide 
to the data subject prior to the processing of their personal 
information (cf. Art. 13 and 14 of the GDPR). The informa-
tion duties are an ex-ante transparency requirement, unlike 
ex-post mechanisms such as explanations [41]. Second, the 
GDPR provides data subjects (i.e., users of social robots) 
individual rights to access the data that the social robots 
process (Art. 15) or demand erasure of the data that is pro-
cessed about them (Art. 17). Third, the GDPR codifies the 
principles of privacy-by-design and privacy-by-default, 
which state that systems processing personal data must be 
designed in a way that fulfills all the requirements set for-
ward in the GDPR. Data controllers must include technical 
and organizational measures that ensure that the processing 
principles of the GDPR are met, including security measures 
such as encryption of data. However, privacy-by-design is 
not entirely or purely technical, but there are always organi-
zational measures to take into account [42, 43]. The privacy 
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culture in a company should be extended to cover the life-
cycle of the robot, from its creation until its deployment.

4.2  Legal Uncertainty

4.2.1  Challenges

Many of the discussions across the workshops frequently 
came back to the uncertain legal landscape around social 
robots. Importantly, the participants highlighted the diffi-
culty of defining what a robot is in legal terms. Because 
there is no legislation governing the use and development 
of robot technologies, but there are regulatory initiatives, 
participants added another legal uncertainty: What is the 
actual applicable law in this transition period? Some pointed 
to existing legislation that could apply, although they also 
acknowledged that this might largely vary depending on the 
robot type, context of use, and other variables. Relevant leg-
islation ranged from the Directive 2001/95/EC on general 
product safety to the directive 85/374/EEC on liability for 
defective products, the recent regulation 2017/745 on medi-
cal devices, the low voltage directive 2014/35/EU or even 
the 2014/30/EU electromagnetic compatibility directive or 
the 2014/53/EU on radio equipment.

Policymakers have started discussing the legal impli-
cations of robots in general but not specifically for social 
robots, left aside for concrete applications such as therapy 
or education [15]. Instead, there has been a focus on ethical 
guidelines. While such an approach is desirable as it pro-
motes an extensive discussion without blocking innovation 
in a still-emerging field [44], participants, in general, felt 
that many of their questions would need to be addressed 
within a more concrete, enforceable format. Not only the 
enforceability of guidelines and regulations in the field of 
social robots but also a global understanding of how to cre-
ate more certainty in dealing with robots was seen as a chal-
lenge at JSAI-isAI. In particular, participants on different 
continents felt that cultural differences might inhibit global 
guidelines, although they all agreed that guidelines at world-
wide scale were an intermediate step towards legal certainty 
in the field of robots in healthcare and therapy.

At NewFriends 2016, another new uncertainty discussed 
was whether robots could be certified as helpers or not. This 
discussion arose because one of the case studies introduced 
the question: “What can happen if a robotic system and com-
petent nurse have contradictory approaches to a particu-
lar situation?” During that discussion, questions revolved 
around whether a robot or an AI system could become 
a certified nurse or doctor and know what is best for the 
patient to the same extent as an actual nurse or doctor. The 
participants highlighted that this would break the hierarchi-
cal decision-making currently existing in hospitals, where, 
most of the times, the doctor decides how to proceed. If 

technology advances as the current forecast predict, we may 
have robots and artificial technologies that surpass human 
knowledge and that are better at making medical decisions.

4.2.2  Recommendations

Concerning legal certainty, participants agreed on the neces-
sity to harmonize definitions of robots, impact, risk, and 
legal issues concerning social robots. In particular, they 
agreed that it is vital to incorporate knowledge about domes-
tic laws when implementing robots in different countries, 
including knowing the habits and cultures of the place. At 
NewFriends 2015, one participant mentioned the “regula-
tion-by-design” principle to refer not only to the embedding 
of a hybrid top-down/bottom-up regulatory model into the 
system to avoid violations with domestic and international 
laws, but also to a future compliance-by-default model, 
where both technical and organizational measures are put 
in place to make robots comply with the law. The Japanese 
participants mentioned that the Tokku approach could be a 
model to follow. This approach connects living labs, where 
robot technology is tested, with the policymaking process to 
achieve policies based on the evidence collected in the lab.

The participants also sustained that the creation of an 
agency that could deal with robots as it occurs in Japan could 
help improve the management of all the ELS issues. This 
agency could be responsible for the development of stand-
ards and codes of conduct for engineers and other relevant 
stakeholders. An international expert committee could be 
created to draft group reports too, and to conduct research on 
the legal and regulatory implications of such technologies. 
The agency could also have some certification agencies that 
could test whether robots are compliant with existing laws, 
and certify them accordingly.

Both at JSAI-isAI and NewFriends 2016, participants 
agreed that there should be some purpose limitation. For 
instance, all the participants at both of these workshops 
agreed that the use of robots in the military field should be 
banned, as doing the contrary would increase violence and 
unfortunate scenarios. In the context of healthcare robot-
ics, however, such clear-cut recommendations were missing. 
Participants reported positive attitudes towards the future 
applications of robots and AI technologies in the healthcare 
domain. The workshop organizers highlighted, however, that 
this opinion could be biased since all participants worked in 
related fields.

One participant at NewFriends 2016 wondered what bar-
riers the current regulatory framework posed to the introduc-
tion of robots into society. The participant did not believe 
that the actual legal order can respond to the potential viola-
tions of children’s civil rights and suggested the use of mul-
tilateral trade agreements like the Trans-Pacific Partnership 
to change this and provide protection for these children.
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Up to now, standards concerning robot technology only 
focused on physical human–robot interaction, although we 
interact with robots in many various forms, including cogni-
tively [44]. In a much quicker way than public policymaking, 
the industry has started to develop standards that address 
the moral implications of robot technology, including the 
BS 8611:2016 Guide to the Ethical Design and Applica-
tion of Robots and Robotic Systems, and the IEEE Ethi-
cally Aligned Design 2017 from the IEEE Global Initiative 
and Standard Association. Participants at NewFriends 2016 
also highlighted in this respect that, because every robot is 
different (due to their machine learning characteristics), it 
is going to be very difficult to standardize the ELS aspects 
concerning robot technology.

4.2.3  Discussion

As workshop participants highlighted, robot legislation is 
overdue. As a result of the EP Resolution 2015/2103 (INL) 
[15], the European Union is making efforts towards provid-
ing legal certainty for robot legal compliance as “doing oth-
erwise would negatively affect the development and uptake 
of robots” [23]. A recent open consultation launched by the 
EC [45] acknowledged that current European Harmonized 
Standards do not cover areas such as automated vehicles 
or machines, additive manufacturing, collaborative robots/
systems, or robots outside the industrial environment, among 
others [46]. That is why the machinery directive is likely to 
be revised, to further consider its suitability for new areas 
of development in types of machinery such as robots and 
digitization.

The EP resolution did not provide a concrete definition 
for the word robot, although it acknowledged its importance. 
The EC reacted cautiously, questioning the need to define 
“cyber-physical systems, autonomous systems (and) smart 
autonomous robots” for regulatory purposes [23]. Whether a 
definition is required may depend on the level of uncertainty 
surrounding a concept, but it may be deemed necessary by 
legislators if such a concept has to be regulated explicitly 
[24]. Pointing in this direction, some legal scholars have 
defined robotics without having an impact on legislation 
[47, 48]. More recently, the High-Level Expert Group on 
AI (HLEG AI) has defined robotics as “AI in action in the 
physical world” or, in other words, as “a physical machine 
that has to cope with the dynamics, the uncertainties and the 
complexity of the physical world” [49]. However, it remains 
unclear whether such a definition will be adopted or whether 
we should focus on broadly accepted definitions found in 
technical, international standards (such as the definition 
given by ISO 8373:2012 “actuated mechanism programma-
ble in two or more axes with a degree of autonomy, moving 
within its environment, to perform intended tasks”).

Because the EP Resolution suggested that the develop-
ment of autonomous and cognitive features in a robot makes 
the current rules on strict liability insufficient, the EC may 
revise the Directive 85/374/EEC concerning the liability of 
defective products.3 Indeed, the EC stated, “advanced robots 
involve, in addition to the machinery part, complex software 
systems and suppose the provision of services, data trans-
mission and possibly internet connectivity and, depending 
on the category of robot, a degree of artificial intelligence.” 
This intertwinement of tangible and intangible parts may 
further challenge the allocation and the extent of the lia-
bility, that is, until what extent the damages are within the 
autonomous behavior of the robot [24, 50]. In this respect, 
the EC is exploring risk-based approaches that could set a 
safeguard baseline for current and future uses and develop-
ments of robots and AI. One example would be to use impact 
assessments appraising the consequences of implementing 
algorithm-driven technologies [51, 52], notably steered to 
understand how these affect the humans interacting with the 
robot [53]. As highlighted during the workshops, however, 
self-learning capabilities make each robot a unique product, 
which complicates their assessment—something recently 
highlighted by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 
Robot technologies process vast amounts of data, can learn 
from experience, and self-improve their performance. By 
doing so, they challenge the applicability of existing regu-
lations (e.g., medical device regulations), which were not 
designed for progressive and adaptive AI. In addition, these 
capacities make the certification process more difficult.

One solution could be the use of an obligatory insurance 
scheme, as it already exists for cars [15]. However, the pro-
gressive and adaptive learning of robot technologies con-
fronts the certainty of insurance schemes [54]. Furthermore, 
robot applications are vast and their embodiment as well as 
interaction modes differ widely from one case to another. 
Thus, it is intricate to understand which robots need insur-
ance and which not, and, consequently, which companies 
will offer such services [54, 55].

Beyond mere standalone and provisional approaches, Jap-
anese workshop researchers supported the creation of testing 
zones for robot technology connected to policy-making. The 
“Tokku” Japanese model could inform policies revolving 
around robot technology [18]. These testing zones may be 
in line with the EP Resolution, which also highlights the 
need for testing zones, although a formal communication 
process between the robot and regulatory developments does 
not currently exist in Europe [56]. New European projects 
directed towards establishing testing zones for exoskeletons 

3 Cfr. https ://ec.europ a.eu/smart -regul ation /roadm aps/docs/2016_
grow_027_evalu ation _defec tive_produ cts_en.pdf.

https://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/roadmaps/docs/2016_grow_027_evaluation_defective_products_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/roadmaps/docs/2016_grow_027_evaluation_defective_products_en.pdf
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seem to point in that direction, although their connection to 
policy is unclear for now.4

4.3  Autonomy and Agency of Robot Technologies

4.3.1  Challenges

Participants discussed lively on the responsibility behind 
robots’ actions across the different workshops. The discus-
sions at NewFriends 2016 and JSAI-isAI revolved around 
whom to blame in case of a critical event and whether robots 
can and should be perceived as morally responsible. The 
latter led to a discussion about how to think about the moral 
responsibility of robots, merging into an ethical and philo-
sophical debate. Autonomy and the capacity of independ-
ent decision-making are what triggered the discussions. The 
participants at JSAI-isAI highlighted that autonomy is not a 
fixed term and that it includes different facets, calling it “the 
50 shades of autonomy.” They were referring to the capacity 
of robots to make decisions on their own or by adapting to 
the users’ will. In this case, they highlighted that if robots 
adapt their personality to users, it could reduce serendipity 
and not challenge users’ decision-making processes. How-
ever, in the case of autonomous decisions, it was uncertain 
whether there should be a requirement to establish a hierar-
chical rule order as mandatory, and whether there should be 
a human that supervises robot decisions.

This led to the question of whether robots should be able 
to override human decisions in some instances, for secu-
rity or safety reasons, because the robot may possess more 
understanding of the issue than the human. In this respect, 
and beyond the general concern on how much we are still in 
control, participants mentioned that this scenario could cre-
ate a dependency and overreliance effect that would be very 
difficult to overcome. Some participants stressed that there 
are always people who need to design and maintain the robot 
and also to be in charge of programming it. They insisted on 
the importance of determining who prepares the controls, 
and how these controls are determined, which could help 
understand who is responsible in the end. Other participants 
added that this is going to be exacerbated in co-participatory 
design projects when the end-users are part of the design of 
the robot.

Regarding the question of moral responsibility, we 
encountered contradictory positions in the JSAI-isAI work-
shop. One of the participants highlighted that high-agency 
entities are typically thought to have more moral responsibil-
ity than low-agency entities. For example, we expect moral 
behavior from adult humans, but not from animals. The par-
ticipant argued that robots would not be considered morally 

responsible unless people perceived them as agentic. Other 
participants mentioned that social cues (e.g., gaze, speech, or 
human-like appearance) influence how agentic people view 
robots and that we were setting higher moral standards to 
machines than humans. Another participant suggested that 
the problem with this approach is that although some dis-
cussions at European level had taken place, it is not clear 
whether robots are going to have agency in the first place, 
and what kind of agency they might have—animal-like, 
corporation-like, electronic agent-like type—in the second 
place.

4.3.2  Recommendations

Participants were very confident on what to do concern-
ing robots’ actions: clarity, transparency, and division of 
responsibilities between developers, manufacturers, adopters 
(institutions), maintenance, and end-users (particularly if the 
robot adapts their behavior to the end-user). More similar to 
a risk-based approach, participants claimed that we should 
make an effort to avoid unexpected consequences by predict-
ing and modeling agents’ behaviors accordingly. Participants 
highlighted that, in the future, we might rethink the concept 
of liability, mainly because it is more about prevention than 
about reaction. To ensure such prevention, some participants 
referred to the creation of protocols of actuation similar to 
the ones that exist for airplanes. This way we could limit 
unfortunate scenarios in advance. To this regard, maybe 
future protocols are influenced by the specific context. In 
the case of autonomous vehicles, for example, this might 
mean that lanes for autonomous cars are created, separat-
ing them from non-autonomous cars. This extra requirement 
could also work as a safeguard for the different types of 
robot technology such as unmanned ambulances and other 
care transport, including autonomous ground vehicles in 
hospitals or robotic wheelchairs.

A compensation fund schema similar to compensation 
funds for natural disasters for non-human faults was also 
highlighted at the NewFriends 2016 workshop. The question 
that arose afterward, regarding possible insurance schemes, 
was whether all robots needed insurance or not. One of the 
participants suggested the creation of a matrix to determine 
liability. According to one participant, who quoted the work 
of Lohmann [57], this matrix could include the different lev-
els of autonomy of the robot and also the level of complexity 
of the environment.

This point is related to decision-making processes. The 
participants mentioned that a decision-making ruler should 
be established, including (1) a hierarchical model (e.g., doc-
tor’s decision primes over the nurse, but not over patients’); 
or (2) co-participatory with the user. Both include the 
robot in the loop. In the case of conflicts, some participants 
referred to dispute resolution systems such as the one on 4 See http://eurob ench2 020.eu/.

http://eurobench2020.eu/
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Wikipedia, although there was not much clarity on how to 
build that.

The participants said that as well as insurance companies 
have assigned different values and importance to different 
objects, including body parts, this approach could be use-
ful for the case of robots, for example, whether a robotic 
prosthesis is considered equal to a human body part. The 
participants also acknowledged that this approach should 
be carefully adopted as it could raise some discriminatory 
issues in the long term.

4.3.3  Discussion

One of the main problems of roboticists is engagement. 
If users do not engage with the robot effectively, then it is 
unlikely that they will interact with the robot for a longer 
period of time [58] and the return of investment may stag-
ger. Establishing a long-term engagement, however, is not 
an easy task. Social entities require an empathic person-
ality to establish relationships and permanent attachment 
between artificial social agents and humans [58]. Personality 
is formed through unique, imperfect behaviors. The robots 
may end up being unique, and in some cases disobedient to 
pre-established rules [59]. The robot dinosaur PLEO, for 
instance, evolves differently depending on the interactions of 
the user and its internal non-compliant parameters. From a 
juridical point of view, this more realistic adaptive behavior 
of robots poses some questions: To what degree will these 
robots be incompliant? What is going to be the tolerance 
level and in which contexts/circumstances is it going to be 
avoided? Who is going to determine the consequences for 
noncompliance?

Disobedient and imperfect robots that enhance long-term 
engagement completely clash with risk-based approaches 
proposed by European institutions, as this mainly challenges 
any certification process, apart from user trust and reliability. 
Non-compliant robots may also clash with by-design prin-
ciples including privacy- or ethics-by-design, as changes in 
the internal parameters of the robot may lead to disastrous 
consequences in the long term. This may compromise the 
predictive behavior of the robot, something crucial in some 
therapies, for example for autism [60].

Whether these autonomous robots will be considered 
agents with some juridical relevance is something currently 
under debate. In most jurisdictions, several non-human enti-
ties have rights and obligations. Corporations are considered 
legal persons; nature is protected; animals are considered 
sentient beings; and even a person not yet conceived, but 
which can be taken into account for hereditary purposes 
(concepturus in Latin). On its latest proposal, the EP sug-
gested “applying electronic personality to cases where robots 
make autonomous decisions or otherwise interact with third 
parties independently” [15]. Such a proposal utterly shook 

part of the juridical community, to the extent that an open 
letter was written to the EC asking to focus on the health and 
safety of humans, and not robot or AI technologies.5

Although there might be different strategies to address the 
responsibility gap [61, 62], the fact that a robot behaves dif-
ferently from the designers’ intention should not be a reason 
to exempt them from being held responsible [24, 63, 64]. 
Such a decision is societally relevant and might have impor-
tant consequences that need careful thought [23].

4.4  (Lack of) Employment for Humans

4.4.1  Challenges

The participants of the workshops highlighted positive 
and negative views of the economic impact of robots. A 
researcher working on robotic wheelchairs highlighted that 
some human–robot interactions could facilitate elderly 
individuals to be socially active and motivate them to train 
and do things by themselves. In this respect, the participant 
argued that the introduction of specific robots in healthcare 
could reduce the burden of a caregiver’s workload, mean-
ing that caregivers may have more time for other activities.

Another participant had a contrary vision to this, at 
least in the context of cognitive therapies. The participant 
explained that growing dependence on mental therapy and 
people’s intentional stance for computers encourage the 
introduction of interactive agents and robots into psychiatry. 
The participant argued that the introduction of computers 
and interactive agents for mental therapy might lead to the 
substitution of human narrative therapists on the one hand 
and the exacerbation of patient issues on the other hand. 
Connected to the latter, the participant argued that narcis-
sistic people who wish to talk about themselves while leav-
ing concealed issues hidden in their self-narratives would 
appreciate these agents as complementing their distorted 
interpretation of psychological concepts, without achieving 
therapeutic effects. The participant pointed out that the cul-
tural trend of social reductionism towards psychology might 
impact patients when interactive agents are introduced in 
mental therapies.

Some participants highlighted that there is a general 
belief that robots are going to replace human activity gradu-
ally. A participant wondered: Does the widespread imple-
mentation and introduction of robots mark the end of our 
civilized humanity? In general, the rest of the participants 
were not very fond of the “robots are taking over” scenario, 
especially because some of the attendants were roboti-
cists developing this technology. Some of the participants 
wondered why humans needed to surrender to the robot 

5 See http://www.robot ics-openl etter .eu/.

http://www.robotics-openletter.eu/
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taking-over scenario and who was in charge of deciding 
that this will be the case. A participant pointed out that it is 
crucially important to develop a strategy for the appropriate 
implementation of these technologies to avoid apocalyp-
tic scenarios and to assure a return of investment of these 
technologies. Other participants mentioned that the use of 
robotics in therapy implies in-depth cooperation between 
engineers and scientists of that particular field, which would 
increase humans in the loop.

Other participants had a very different opinion on this. 
Japanese participants argued that seniors in Japan do not 
want to be looked after by persons that cannot speak proper 
Japanese, for instance, and that they did believe that robot 
technology could help sort out the huge problem they have, 
that is, the lack of workforce in care settings. Although ten-
derly framed, these participants agreed that the comment 
conveyed the impression that robot technology was eluci-
dating ongoing soft but deeply rooted racism arguments. In 
other words, it was suggested that the employment of tech-
nology could not only be efficient in economic terms, but 
also in achieving discriminatory practices. In this respect, 
other participants wondered what mechanisms exist to evalu-
ate the need to incorporate robots into the workspace glob-
ally. They stressed that rehabilitation and social robots have 
moved from the stage of experimentation, prototyping, and 
testing to be clinical and educational work tools in our soci-
ety; and that it had become evident to the robotics commu-
nity that the usefulness of the robots largely depends on the 
people who are working with them.

4.4.2  Recommendations

Most of the recommendations called for the incorporation 
of humans into the design processes of the robot, includ-
ing end-users, nurses, and doctors in a healthcare context. 
The participants referred to the design of collaborative sys-
tems, the so-called cobots, and highlighted the importance 
of including such types of robots into the protected scopes 
of current harmonized standards, which is lacking at the 
moment.

At the workshop in Japan, some researchers presented 
their solution. They introduced to the group a collaborative 
system called “Practical Intelligent Applications (PRINT-
EPS).” PRINTEPS is a platform for developing intelligent 
applications for the co-operation between humans and 
machines. Via PRINTEPS, software modules can be recon-
figured and related to knowledge-based reasoning, speech 
dialogue understanding, image sensing, and manipulation. 
To promote human–robot interaction, they use different 
robots with different purposes: the robot NAO takes charge 
of imparting knowledge, Sota (another robot) takes charge 
of progress checking, and Jaco2 takes charge of the devel-
opment of students’ interest. The researchers found that 

preparing the co-operation channels in advance could pro-
mote the easy and quick use for each target purpose.

The overall idea during the workshops was the impor-
tance of keeping the human in the loop. In line with the 
GDPR, regarding automated decision-making, the partici-
pants were inclined to promote a more pan-human vision of 
robotics in sensitive contexts.

4.4.3  Discussion

Although much has been said concerning robots and labor, 
there is little empirical research on how new technologies, 
and in particular robots and artificial intelligence, affect the 
labor market. An exception is a recent study that investigated 
the effects of industrial robots from 1990 to 2007 in local 
labor markets in the United States concerning employment 
and wages [65]. The authors argue that, in a simple task-
based model where the robot competes against the human 
in the performance of a specific task, robots have a positive 
impact on employment and wages because they increase 
productivity (what they call the productivity effect); but 
they also have a negative effect, which is the displacement 
of workers. By regressing the change in employment and 
wages on the exposure to robots in each local labor market, 
the authors proved that they can estimate the local labor 
market effects of robots [65]. They also highlighted that the 
number of job losses had been limited in the United States, 
mainly because in this period—1990–2007—there have 
been relatively few robots. In Germany, a macro-economic 
study found no evidence that robots lead to overall job losses 
[65]. However, the increasing introduction of robots shifts 
jobs from manufacturing to service professions. In addition, 
the authors found that those manufacturing workers who 
are most exposed to robots are the ones least likely to be 
replaced and that the introduction of robots might have a 
detrimental effect on wages [66]. Frey and Osborne [67: 
261] concluded that “occupations that involve complex per-
ception and manipulation tasks, creative intelligence tasks, 
and social intelligence tasks are unlikely to be substituted 
by computer capital over the next decade or two.” The BBC 
application created after this study highlighted that “social 
workers, nurses, therapists and psychologists are among the 
least likely occupations to be taken over,” mainly because 
assisting and caring for other people involves empathy, an 
essential part of their job. A growing interest in the use 
of emotions and empathy in human–robot interaction for 
healthcare purposes might change in the future.6 Some 
researchers have pointed out that by allowing the robot to 
show attention, care and concern for the user as well as to 
being able to engage in genuine, meaningful interactions, 

6 See https ://www.affec tiva.com/.

https://www.affectiva.com/
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socially assistive robots can be useful as therapeutic tools 
[68]. However, the latest research points out that emotion 
research is not quite there yet [69]. Although facial expres-
sions may convey important information for social commu-
nication, the way people communicate different emotional 
states considerably differs between cultures, situations and 
people within a single situation [69].

The unclear economic impact of robots, particularly in 
therapy settings, aligns with the discussions in the work-
shops, where there were varied voices on the topic. However, 
most experts had a considerate and careful approach, warn-
ing apocalyptic scenarios again. Still, specific challenges in 
care settings such as patient preferences for robots instead 
of caregivers of certain national or racial backgrounds, as 
brought up by a participant in the workshop in Japan, merit 
further academic attention. A practical solution to detri-
mental economic effects is to consult closely with potential 
users, focusing on user-centered design (e.g., PRINTEPS 
project, [70]).

4.5  Replacement of Human Interactions

4.5.1  Challenges

During all workshops, the organizers shared with the audi-
ence the concerns of the European Parliament that the inclu-
sion of care robots might decrease human–human interac-
tions. Some participants at JSAI-isAI argued that robots 
currently only have one-to-one interactions and cannot 
interact well with a group of people. In this respect, human 
interactions might not be reduced drastically as social inter-
actions frequently happen in interaction with more than one 
person.

Some participants raised inter-generational concerns con-
nected to this discussion: How do children, middle-aged and 
elderly individuals perceive robot technology differently? 
Participants highlighted that, currently, the general popu-
lation does not have access to robot technology, although 
they agreed on the importance to educate the population 
on its correct use. This comment appeared as a result of the 
explanation of a Japanese experiment where children beat 
up a robot repeatedly in a mall [71].

Moreover, participants at NewFriends 2015 pointed to a 
lack of research about changes in people’s attitudes towards 
robots over time. A researcher pointed out that there is a 
lack of research on the perceptions and attitudes of the 
middle-aged group concerning robotics. Connected to this, 
the question of an age limit (minimum or maximum) to use 
robots was discussed, as well as questions of whether ther-
apy robots should be included at earlier stages for humans 
to adapt to a therapy environment led or shared with social 
robots.

4.5.2  Recommendations

The participants referred to different corpora that could be 
a sound basis for framing ELS questions, for instance, the 
Declaration of Human Rights of the United Nations. The 
participants acknowledged that although one problem is that 
Human Rights are interpreted differently in various nations, 
this could not constitute a barrier to look into it as a possible 
framework.

Some participants mentioned new ways of using robot 
technologies. One participant at NewFriends 2016 believed 
that the current moral damage responsibility framework has 
a default based on the compensation of non-material dam-
age, which oversees actual circumstances and future con-
sequences (e.g., psychological or social impact) and does 
not acknowledge the source of damage, which is critical to 
evaluate the moral damage. In the future, social robots could 
incorporate learning algorithms oriented through a pattern 
of the motor, verbal, and psychological, cognitive conversa-
tions, to determine whether and how much damage a user 
experienced.

The same participant envisaged a future where individu-
als may be forced to deal with therapeutic software agents 
and robots due to the social pressure that prescribes self-
control over emotions and mental health. He suggested a 
more careful approach for the use of such technologies, not 
only because there are already some people feeling anxiety 
towards robots. Also, because these people may experience 
double-bind situations where mental problems cannot be 
solved regardless of whether or not they use the therapeutic 
system (i.e., social pressure prohibits them from removing 
themselves from the situation).

4.5.3  Discussion

Given the limited adoption of social robots at this time, we 
lack evidence of the long-term impact of healthcare and 
therapy robots. The central question of whether long-term 
interaction with robots reduces human–human interaction 
is thus hard to answer. However, studies with therapy and 
caregiver robots, such as Paro, suggest positive effects on 
users, particularly among specific population groups such 
as children with autism spectrum disorder and older adults 
with dementia.

Shibata and Wada [72], in a mini-review of previous 
research on the topic, show how Paro has the same effect 
as an animal treatment for seniors. Similarly, Broekens, 
Heerink, and Rosendal [73] discuss the positive wellbe-
ing effects of introducing assistive social robots to older 
patients’, despite pointing to the limited generalizability 
of previous studies. Since most research has been done on 
select population groups (mostly young and old people), 
we know less about their impact more generally on social 
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interactions. The workshop participants stressed the need 
to find out more about middle-aged individuals. They also 
pointed to the limited capabilities of social robots in group 
settings, where the robots have to interact with more than 
one individual. Thus, robots might be more likely to replace 
one-to-one human interaction than the group or team inter-
action. In any case, individuals and patients should have the 
choice to opt out of interacting with robots, especially in 
double-bind situations.

The European Parliament [15], a recent report by the 
Rathenau Institute [74], and part of the literature reflect 
on the fact that the use of robots could exacerbate social 
isolation and involve a loss of dignity [75]. Depending on 
how robots are designed, they might promote, exacerbate, 
or reduce the contact between humans. For instance, a robot 
interacting with a child under the autism spectrum disorder 
might end up socializing more with the robot rather than 
with other peers. However, if the robot is a social mediator, 
in the sense that it keeps encouraging the child to “ask your 
classmate, ask your teacher”, then the child will probably 
understand that to get their goal it is better to learn how to 
interact with another person rather than with the ‘dumb’ 
robot [76]. The report calls on the Council of Europe to clar-
ify to what extent the right to respect for family life should 
also include the right to meaningful contact [74].

Engineers often develop robots primarily on the prem-
ise that the product should appeal to as many end-users as 
possible. However, while such a procrustean design choice 
seems legitimate from a return-of-investment point of view, 

it might not do as much justice to end-users who are more 
concerned about how that device helps them in their par-
ticular situation. The lack of personalization and adaptation 
to user needs might impede the effective engagement and 
successful implementation of such technologies in the long 
run, thus damaging both interested parties. There are already 
different approaches geared towards integrating users into 
design processes [77, 78]. Such initiatives could facilitate 
access to a more personalized technology.

4.6  Summary and Meta‑Challenges: Uncertainty 
and Responsibility

Given the breadth and complexity of ELS challenges and 
recommendations, we provide a summary table of the key 
discussion points (Table 1) before concluding the article 
with implications and limitations.

While the key aspects of discussion cluster roughly into 
the five themes outlined above, two overarching challenges 
or meta-challenges are worth pointing out. The first meta-
challenge is uncertainty. It becomes apparent in all themes, 
yet in different forms. In privacy and security, it relates to a 
lack of common ground and understanding of the concept 
itself. In the legal area, uncertainty itself provides the name 
of the challenge. Uncertainty here refers to a lack of guid-
ance on which laws apply and how the law can help manage 
expectations, for example through certification. Within the 
theme of autonomy and agency, uncertainty is tied to philo-
sophical questions on the ontological status of social robots. 

Table 1  Overview of social robot challenges and proposed recommendations

Challenge Key aspects discussion Recommendations proposed

Privacy and security No common privacy understanding
Lack of consent and control over data
Group settings complicate privacy

Data minimization and purpose limitation
Dynamic consent
Transparency and right of explanation: robot communicates 

data collection
Empowerment: easier user access and erasure of data

Legal uncertainty Moral responsibility
Uncertainty whether existing law applies—and which law
Cultural differences might inhibit global legislation
Certification of (healthcare) robots

Regulation-by-design and compliance-by-default
Tokku zones, testing zones and living labs
Government robot agency
Risk-based approaches and insurance schemes as explored 

by the European Commission
Robot compliance seal

Autonomy and agency Overriding of human decisions for safety
Responsibility in co-participatory design settings
Uncertainty on agency: animal-, corporation or agent-like

Clear decision-making rules and dispute resolution mecha-
nisms

Compensation funds
Distributed liability
New infrastructures

Employment effects Individuals’ employment affected
Robots-taking-over scenarios prominent in the media
Robots replacing low-skilled workforce could strengthen 

anti-immigration sentiments

Inclusion of humans in the design process/Participatory 
design

Japan: PRINTEPS
Keeping humans in the loop

Replacement of 
human interactions

Problem of HRI in group settings
Role of religion
Bias and discrimination

Human in the loop
Human-centered design
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When it comes to employment effects, the actual economic 
impact of social robots in the future is a big uncertainty. 
Finally, uncertainty in human–robot interaction is apparent 
in at least two of the three sub-challenges in Table 1: the role 
of religions and HRI in group settings. Uncertainty as an 
overarching theme reflects a lack of ethical, legal and social 
standards for service robot technologies that are deployed 
in therapy. Such uncertainty opens up opportunities for 
unethical behavior that leverages information asymmetries 
and exploits technical or legal loopholes (see [79] for a good 
example how such loopholes have been exposed). Cross-dis-
ciplinary research efforts, including technical and non-tech-
nical scholars, and the popularization of social robots, for 
example their introduction in educational institutions, could 
help address this challenge. A critical public sphere with an 
engaged media system could further alleviate uncertainties 
and reveal malpractices, problems, and ethical loopholes.

The second meta-challenge is responsibility. Again, this 
aspect is present across the five themes. In privacy and 
security, responsibility refers to control, transparency, and 
accountability. The GDPR has clarified some aspects of 
responsibility in the area of data protection but many ques-
tions remain for the specific technology of social robots 
[80]. In the legal area and in the themes of autonomy and 
agency as well as human–robot interaction, responsibility 
connects to practical and moral questions when responsi-
bility is not clearly attributable. Examples include co-cre-
ation between humans and social robots, co-decisions on 
important matters, or the use of social robots in group set-
tings. Here, the matter of assigning responsibility for both 
credit (who should get the reward) and blame (who should 
get the punishment) is murky. Within the theme of employ-
ment effects, responsibility questions arise concerning who 
should be responsible for addressing tensions that arise from 
automatization through social robots. Recommendations for 
addressing the meta-challenge of responsibility are based 
on human-centered design, clear decision-making rules and 
appropriate sanctions. Across both meta-challenges, it is 
clear that technological, legal and social approaches need 
to complement each other.

5  Conclusion

5.1  Implications

In this contribution, we investigated vital ELS challenges of 
social robots. Drawing on rich discussions among experts 
across four international robotics conferences, we identified 
five main areas where ELS issues arise: security and privacy, 
legal uncertainty, autonomy and agency, employment, and 
the replacement of human interactions. For each of these 
areas, we summarized sub-challenges and issues that were 

particularly pronounced in the workshop discussions. We 
identified two overarching challenges or meta-challenges: 
uncertainty and responsibility. Both showed up across 
themes but in different configurations and aspects.

Regarding security and privacy, the difficulty of defin-
ing privacy adequately, the notion and reliance on informed 
consent when data collection is pervasive and mostly auton-
omous, and the complications of privacy and security in 
group settings were addressed in depth. Concerning auton-
omy and agency, the issue of moral responsibility of robots 
came up as well as practical questions whether robots should 
be allowed to override human decisions when lives are at 
stake, for example in hospitals. The legal uncertainty and 
(lack of) employment implications align with recent debates 
in the literature about automatization [14, 67, 81]. Finally, 
the challenges within the area of human–robot interaction 
mainly revolved around social implications of healthcare 
robots, for example, intergenerational difficulties in robot 
adoption or potentially decreased human–human interaction.

Apart from raising specific ELS challenges of social 
robots and more general meta-challenges, this contribution 
provides viable recommendations to address such chal-
lenges. Again, the workshop participants were very creative 
and had a range of approaches in mind, from technological, 
to legal, and social, to mitigate the compounding risks these 
technologies pose. The recommendations targeted different 
stakeholders: end users, manufacturers, regulators, and legal 
experts, as well the broader society. Manufacturer-centered 
recommendations called for more consideration of end-
user needs concerning their ethical concerns. For exam-
ple, privacy-friendlier robots that make users aware about 
background data collection and give them more control fall 
within this category. However, the participants also held 
regulators responsible for overcoming some of the chal-
lenges. A best-case brought up were Tokku living labs, as 
seen in Japan, where robots are tested in realistic scenarios 
with concrete policy implications in mind. Specific recom-
mendations also called for a stronger collaboration between 
different stakeholders. A key aspect here concerned user-
integration into the design process. Collaborative and par-
ticipatory design of robots could help overcome skepticism 
and create trust, thus addressing issues related to HRI and 
employment.

5.2  Limitations

Our approach comes with certain limitations, three of which 
are discussed in more detail. First, we chose breadth over 
depth when identifying the challenges and approaches to 
address them. Instead of discussing one challenge in great 
depth, we covered a broad spectrum of ELS challenges at 
the workshops. This openness led to interesting, sometimes 
surprising insights. However, it also limited the amount of 
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time spent on specific challenges or sub-challenges such as 
privacy or robot–human-interaction. We thus see our work 
as an encouragement for future research to deepen the five 
challenge areas identified through dedicated studies, both 
qualitative and quantitative. Second, the workshops were 
exploratory and held at different conferences within the 
robotics field. This makes comparing the workshop results 
problematic and, due to the small number of participants 
per field, also prohibits a systematic comparison of disci-
plines, research cultures, and career stages. However, our 
goal was not to provide a comparative study but rather to 
explore ELS challenges and recommendations from an inter-
disciplinary perspective. Future research from a comparative 
approach might want to design workshops aimed explicitly 
at drawing comparisons, for example through focus groups 
that use sampling according to the background of partici-
pants (scholars vs. practitioners), their expertise (experts vs. 
non-experts), or their application area (users of cognitive 
therapeutic robots vs. users of physiotherapeutic robots). 
Third and finally, even though we are confident we identi-
fied salient ELS issues and potential avenues for addressing 
these challenges as of today, the field is rapidly advancing, 
and additional issues can arise regularly. Future research is 
thus advised to keep an eye on new ELS issues and discuss 
them in workshops, through expert interviews, or industry 
surveys.

Despite these limitations, our research shows the impor-
tance of taking into account not only the specificities of the 
particular field of application but also an international and 
multidisciplinary approach. Our article contributes to the 
existing ELS literature by giving an in-depth, empirically 
grounded, overview of salient ELS issues for emerging 
healthcare robot and AI technologies and then by providing 
useful recommendations to these issues. We hope that these 
findings can inform future robot governance instruments and 
steer them in the appropriate direction.
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